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- OLS Lily Show:   
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President’s Letter 

 

Dear Ohio Lily Friends, 

 

The fall meeting and bulb sale will be Saturday October 24
th

. The sale begins promptly at 

noon and is scheduled to be in the Workshop. Last year the Workshop was being used for 

early Christmas decorations and the sale was moved at Kingwood’s request to the Exhibit 

Hall, so if you don’t see bulbs in the Workshop check the Exhibit Hall. As of this writing 

I have not been advised by Kingwood we will be moved. 

 

The Bulb Committee has ordered a nice selection of new material for the sale. They have, 

again, reduced the quantity of how many bubs that are ordered. We continue to have 

material left over after our sales. At the same time the committee received a number of 

requests to not reduce the size of the auction and perhaps even increase it. As a trial the 

auction has been increased this year and does include a few items that are: the first they 

are being offered, are not yet introduced or that are rarely ever available. There are 

limited quantities on some items and a few are not inexpensive. Bring your 

checkbooks…it may be 5-10 years before you ever see a few of these items again! 

 

 As a reminder photos of most of the items will be posted on our OLS web site:  

http://www.ohiolilysociety.org/. Please use your society membership benefit and pre-

order items you desire. Also, do not forget to mention to the gate guard that you are a 

member of OLS to gain free admission to the sale and meeting.  

 

I hope your garden did better than mine did this year. I had the worst time ever with 

damage from deer. I would estimate that 90% of my lilies were damaged with many 

stripped of flower buds and leaves. Things looked pretty sad with plain green stalks being 

the only thing remaining. When fawns were first born the females were very persistent 

and would return to the garden within a half hour or so of being chased away. They 

would return as many as 6-8 times in a day! Repellant sprays seemed to be only 

marginally effective as there was a fair amount of rain during the same period. I’m a bit 

concerned as to how the bulbs will survive with so little plant structure to replenish the 

bulb after the stem was essentially destroyed.  When a stem is damaged early in the 

growing season, such as by frost when it is only a few inches high, chances for survival 

are still pretty good as the bulb has not put much energy into producing a stem. But when 

the stem is fully grown and suffers significant damage the bulb is robbed of the 

opportunity to replenish itself.  

 

We had a very nice show this year. The number of entries was down a bit from previous 

years but there were some fine stems. Galina Obrynba won best of show with what has to 

be one of the best stems of L. canadense I have ever seen! Rimmer deVries from 

Michigan (he is a wonderful lily grower!) came to student judge, brought some stems and 

won numerous awards. Jan and Juanita continue to duel in the Artistic division with 

wonderful exhibits.  Congratulations to all of the award winners! This bulb sale is the 

best time to purchase some of those newer varieties with an idea of entering next year’s 

show!   

 

Please remember to pay your dues.  The membership dues are due at the fall meeting. If 

you are unsure of your membership status, ask Jan. Our membership continues to slowly 

decline and it would be nice to have more members participate in the meetings and 

http://www.ohiolilysociety.org/
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flower show.  Consider bringing a friend or two to the meeting and also get them 

interested in growing lilies.  If they have questions about growing lilies or any aspect of 

lily culture, there will be someone there to offer advice.  

 

Please bring any of your surplus bulbs to sell.  We can always use additional bulbs and 

you may have something that someone else has been wishing for. A couple of our 

members have indicated they hope to bring a few bulbs that will be attractive items.  If 

you are a guest grower for leftover bulbs from a previous year bring them to the sale if 

they have done well. You can prepackage any bulbs that you have or the bulb committee 

will help with the packaging.    

 

There will be our potluck luncheon after the sale.  The Society will furnish the meat (ham 

and turkey), and all others are to bring a dish to share plus their own table service. After 

the luncheon we will have our meeting followed by the distribution of our free member 

bulb and our auction.  

 

See you on the 24
th

! 

 

Larry Diehl  

 

President 
 

 

Remember:  Tell the entry guard that you are an OLS member to avoid the 
$5 fee! 

_______________________________________________________ 
 

NALS Membership  
Contact is: Stephanie Sims, P.O. Box W, Bonners Ferry, ID 83805, 208-267-7257, 
Stephanie@lilies.org. New/renewal memberships at $20 for one year or $55 for three years can 
be mailed directly to her. Or, the NALS web site: www.lilies.org can be utilized to pay membership 
dues directly by PayPal or to download a membership application blank. 
 
NALS members enjoy: 

 Four color Quarterly Bulletins and an annual hardbound Yearbook, covering culture, 
lilium species, growing from seed, propagation, and hybridization.  

 A seed exchange, offering seed from lilium species and hybrids from around the world.  

 An annual meeting and lily show, where you can see fabulous lilies, attend educational 
seminars, and meet like-minded lily enthusiasts.  

 NALS also maintains a lending library for member use, funds Lilium research through its 
Research Trust, and conducts an annual lily popularity poll to identify varieties that 
perform well for members.  

 

 
 

ANNUAL LILY SHOW & SYMPOSIUM 
 

The NALS show for 2016 is being planned for Chicago, Illinois. 
 

 

mailto:Stephanie@lilies.org
http://www.lilies.org/
../../Users/Owner/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/7L4CU5KX/seedexchange.html
../../Users/Owner/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/7L4CU5KX/lilyshows.html
../../Users/Owner/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/7L4CU5KX/popularitypoll.html
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Treasurer report  

Date Amount

5/11/2015 $316.50

5/11/2015 $206.50

5/11/2015 $169.00

8/18/2015 $9.00

 

Total Receipts $701.00

Date Check # Amount

5/7/2015 1102 $332.61

5/13/2015 1105 $54.00

5/20/2015 1104 $7.00

5/28/2015 1103 $63.05

7/13/2015 1070 $131.41

7/24/2015 ACH Debit $46.97

7/29/2015 1071 $50.00

7/29/2015 1072 $50.00

 Note:

  

 

   

Total DIsbursements $735.04

Starting Checking Balance $7,917.22 $7,883.18

Total Receipts $701.00

Total Disbursements $735.04  

  

Ending Checking Balance $7,883.18   $7,883.18 Reconciled Checkbook Balance

SAVINGS $2,003.96

Total Funds $9,887.14

Rosemary Tanner show lunch supplies

Rosemary: 12, John G.: 46

 

 

 

 

on loan bulbs:  John H.:3, +

Outstanding Deposits

Respectfully Submitted by Juanita Wilkins, Treasurer

Signature of Club President:

Payee Reason

Summary SEPT. BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT

Ending Balance

Outstanding Checks

ohio lily SOCIETY
Treasure's Report Fall 2015 

Receipts
Receipts From Reason

Disbursements

Bulb Sales/membership

 

Bulb sales

 

Bulb Sales membership

J. Wilkins 140.00/Doug 29.00

John H.

Bulb sales

Consignment

Consignment Spring

Larry Diehl Pd SW and Lily Nook

Downtown Direct print programs

Jan Stein postage

Kathleen 2 meals of meat

Brian Bergman NALS Award

Ohio Sales Tax Sales Tax 1st half 2015

Brian Bergman NALS Award
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Secretary report:  

Ohio Lily Society Minutes for Meeting of April 25, 2015 

The meeting was called to order by Larry Diehl at 1:28 p.m. with 19 members and guests in attendance. 

The motion to approve the minutes as printed was passed. 

The Treasurer’s report to be approved as printed. Motion moved and passed. 

OLD BUSINESS  

49
th

 Annual Lily Show – July 4
th

 and 5
th

. Kingwood will not have people to assist the OLS. Carts will be on 

hand for our use. This is because it is the 4
th

 of July weekend. 

We are still in need of clerks for the show. Those who volunteered today are: 

 Kathleen Higgins 

 Doug Cellar 

 John Gormley 

 Barb Gormley 

It was announced by Larry Diehl that all remaining lilies are $1.00 off after the meeting. 

Doug Cellar will be selling some of the bulbs at the Hemerocallis Society meeting. Also Juanita Wilkins is 

going to take some and sell them at her garden club. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Discussion of needing both a Fall and Spring Meeting and Bulb Sale was brought up by Larry Diehl.  His 

recommendation was for the Fall Meeting and Bulb Sale. He pointed out that the freshest bulbs are 

available then. 

There was a little discussion of getting away from having our shows near the 4
th

 of July weekend. We have 

gravitated to having the shows at this time. 

Larry said we are looking to have 50
th

 Annual Lily Show on the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 of July of 2016.The date will 

have to be finalized with Kingwood first. All positions need to be decided by the Fall Meeting and Bulb 

Sale for the layout of the show program. 

Larry Diehl brought up the topic of keeping the Spring Meeting and Bulb Sale again. Jan Stein made the 

suggestion of having a meeting and auction only. Wayne Sollenburger expressed the idea of opening up 

the auctions to the public. Opening the auctions to the public was put up for a vote and passed. 

It is a reminder to ask the bulb committee if you want specific bulbs. And they will see about 

accommodating the member’s request. 

Larry Diehl talked about cutting back on purchasing by the bulb committee. And focusing on generally 

unavailable lilies for the spring of 2016 was put up for vote and passed. 

Doug Cellar suggested that we reach out to non-attending members to come back and join us at 

Kingwood again. 

Larry Diehl brought up the idea of giving members and a fellow non-member a free bulb if the member 

brings one in. Motion was made to approve. 
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Juanita Wilkins pointed out in the past that people come out for one meeting and free bulb and never 

come back. 

The OLS is going to send a get well card to Mark Mazurek. 

Larry Diehl proposed to adjourn the meeting at 2:30 pm and it was seconded and passed. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
John Gormley 

 

 

 

 

Ask Harry 

By 

Harry Humus 
 

 

Dear Harry: I’ve heard that there are going to be some expensive lilies at this year’s sale. I’m 

afraid of purchasing expensive bulbs for fear they might fail and not survive for next year? What 

can I do to improve my chances for success? I.B. Anxious  

Dear Mr. /Ms. Anxious, 

Are you related to I. B. Stumped??? 

Anyone who buys a very expensive lily bulb should consider scaling the bulb.  I assume you may 

understand about scaling but let me continue on with some more discussion.  

There are several reasons to consider scaling a lily bulb: 1) To provide some measure of 

insurance against the loss of an expensive bulb you have purchased, 2) If you hybridize or grow 

lilies from seed and you have an attractive lily it is a way to produce more bulbs that are 

genetically identical to this unique lily you have, 3) If you have a commercially available lily, and 

want more of it,  scaling can produce genetically identical copies (Note: this can be helpful with 

some lilies especially some tetraploids which seem to stubbornly refuse to produce additional 

bulbs by division but instead seem to produce a single bulb that grows in size each year).  

The fall is a great time to scale lily bulbs before you plant them. Since lily bulbs are really never 

truly dormant you really can scale them at any time they are actively growing. They can be scaled 

in the fall after senescence, in the spring before they emerge from the ground (be careful not to 

break any emerging stem!) and even during after active growth…but perhaps best to wait some 

time after flowering before disturbing the bulb. To scale during periods of active growth you need 

to carefully dig down to the bulb and break off a few scales while disturbing as few roots as 

possible and not damaging the stem (it can be done!) In this case of your question we are talking 

about scaling before planting a new bulb.  

So, what is involved? The goal is to remove scales from the bulb carefully, to make the tear as 

long as possible and to include a bit of the basal plate on the scale. If the scale is difficult to 

remove you can consider using a very sharp knife to cut up through the basal plate so that a small 

portion comes up with the scale. Removing six or less scales for a bulb will not significantly 
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harm the stem that is produced the next year.  If the goal is to produce many bulbs then 

successive layers of scales can be removed significantly reducing the size of the bulb. The 

resulting core can be planted and may produce a puny stem next year but it will likely recover. 

Scales and the bulb should be dusted with a fungicide or rooting compound which contains a 

fungicide. Allow the scales to air dry for a day until you see a dry callous develop.  

Scales should be placed in baggies containing a growing medium (your choice of peat moss, 

vermiculite (the coarser the better!), or a sterile growing mix) Many prefer peat moss as its acidic 

nature tends to reduce rotting of the scales.  The medium should be slightly damp but not overly 

wet. Start with a medium that you have squeezed out as much water as you can by hand. Place the 

scales in the medium in layers and seal the baggie and place it in a dark location at around 70 

degrees F. Check carefully the first few days and if droplets form on the walls of the bag the 

medium is too wet. Open the baggie and allow some moisture to escape or place Kleenex in the 

sealed bag and remove them after several hours taking moisture with them. The goal is to have, at 

most, a fine fog on the inside of the bag.  You can opt to not use a fungicide as some feel this may 

inhibit formation of small bulblets. However, the scale will eventually rot and it becomes a race 

to see if bulblets will form before the scale spoils. Fred Dalzell ran many tests on scaling and his 

results seemed to indicate that scales on the surface of the medium seemed to produce more 

bulblets than those buried in it. Check the bags weekly or more often. Bulblets will form 

primarily along the basal plate portion of the scale. Bulblet formation can begin as soon as a few 

weeks but it may take many months for some varieties. Sometimes it seems like those types that 

are slow to multiply by division are also slow to produce bulblets.   

Several months after bulblets have begun to form the scales will have reached their full potential 

to produce them. For fall scaled lilies this should now be around January or February. Bulblets 

should now be given a period of cold treatment. It is not necessary to remove the bulblets from 

the scale. If they remain attached to the scale they will be nourished by it. The scales with 

bulblets should be placed in a bag in a refrigerator at slightly above freezing temperature (the 

vegetable drawer is a suitable place). The medium should now be quite dry for this phase of 

bulblet development as too moist a condition will cause the bulblets to rot. Allow three months 

for cold treatment but begin checking on them after a couple of months to see if any leaves are 

beginning to develop. If leaves develop remove the scale and pot them for growing. Plant 

individual scales in deep 3 inch pots using a good growing mix. More can be placed in larger pots 

but it is easier to knock an individual scale and their bulblets from a small pot than a large one 

without disturbing the roots. The pots can be placed outdoors in a suitable sheltered location after 

all danger of frost is passed.  At the end of the growing season they can be planted in well 

prepared soil in a seedling bed or around the mother bulb that gave the scales. Try to not disturb 

the developed root structure any more than you can.  It is likely they will reach flowering size in a 

couple of years.  

Sometimes a particularly ambitious bulblet will produce a leaf during the scaling process and 

before cold treatment. Pot those individuals up and grow them under lights or in a greenhouse. 

They will exhaust themselves at some point and any leaves will die back. When this occurs 

perform the cold treatment as described above and try to adjust their growing cycle to outdoor 

conditions. This could involve several cold/warm cycles and length of cycle timing (particularly 

the time of cold soak) to make growth timing consistent with our season.  
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